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The Chinese ditransitive constructions Vgei NPRecipient NPTheme and V NPTheme gei NPRecipient have 

been considered as equivalent to DO and PO constructions in English by several researchers 

[1][2][3] (Fig. 1). However, others argue that the assumed parallelism is not warranted [4][5]. In 

the alternative view, gei in Vgei NPRecipient NPTheme ("DO") is analyzed as part of a compound verb 

(V+gei). In this, gei introduces a recipient role, which is not encoded in the non-gei-V itself. The 

gei in V NPTheme gei NPRecipient ("PO") is analyzed as a full verb (and not as a preposition). 

Interestingly, both accounts make different predictions concerning processing during 

comprehension: the "alternative account" predicts that Vgei NPRecipient NPTheme ("DO") should be 

processed faster than V NPTheme gei NPRecipient ("PO"), because the compound verb [V+gei] in Vgei 

NPRecipient NPTheme allows the comprehender to generate immediate predictions about both the 

recipient and theme NPs, while the same verb in V NPTheme gei NPRecipient allows to generate 

structural predictions about the theme NP only, because the non-gei-V does not encode the 

recipient role in itself. The "equivalent view" on the other hand, allows to make theoretical 

predictions only based on frequency, but not based on the information encoded in the non-gei-V, 

because they are assumed to be identical in "DO" and "PO". Several studies report "PO" structures 

to be more frequent [1][2][3]. Given that both views are merely based on theoretical analyses and 

make opposing predictions regarding processing during comprehension, we contribute to the 

discussion by presenting results from a self-paced reading study. To our knowledge, this is the 

first study of this kind on Chinese ditransitive gei-structures.   

 There were 30 sets of items consisting of verbs and theme/recipient NPs (largely the same 

materials as in the studies mentioned above [1][2][5]). The items from each set appeared in two 

conditions (Fig. 2): condition A: Vgei NPRecipient NPTheme ("DO") and condition B: V NPTheme gei 

NPRecipient ("PO"). The critical constructions were embedded in larger sentence contexts. We added 

96 filler items which were not similar to the critical items, except for sentence length. Experimental 

lists were used to generate a counterbalanced design. The order of items was randomized for 

each participant individually. During the experiment, comprehension questions appeared 

randomly to ensure engagement. The experiment was programmed with OpenSesame and the 

study was hosted on MindProbe. 92 Chinese native speakers from various regions in PR China 

were recruited via the internet. Only data from participants with a correct rate higher than 80% 

were analyzed. Regions of interest (ROI) were the three increments that constitute the critical 

constructions (Fig. 2). Cumulative RTs were calculated from the three ROIs. Those above and 

below the 2 SD limits around the mean of the general distribution were excluded [6]. Square root 

transformation was used and a suitable linear mixed model was set up.  

 Results show that "DO" structures were processed significantly faster (p <= 0.01) than "PO" 

structures (Fig. 3). We attribute this "DO" processing advantage to two factors. First, the verb 

region allows comprehenders to predict both the recipient and the theme role, which facilitates 

integration, while the verb region in "PO" does not. Second, the verb region in "DO" obeys the 

preference for disyllabic rhythms found in Mandarin, but the verb region in "PO" does not. In sum, 

our results provide empirical evidence for the alternative view and against the "equivalent view".  
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 Verb Conditions  

1 send A 快过年了， 小男孩 打算 寄给 亲戚 一些礼物 ,… 

   New Year 

approached, little boy plan send-gei relatives some gifts  

  B 快过年了， 小男孩 打算 寄 一些礼物 给亲戚 ,… 

   New Year 

approached, little boy plan send some gifts 

 

gei relatives  

  The New Year is almost here, and the little boy intends to send some gifts to relatives, [but he doesn't 

know what to send.] 
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